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data D, LocalStructures(D) returns a list of (Wn
1 , G

n
1 ) pairs, where Gn1

represents the gold-standard word-level local structure forWn
1 . The training

algorithm works by initialising ~θ to all zeros, and then repeatedly using the
current model parameter ~θ to decoding training instances. For each training
instance, beam-search is applied as the decoding algorithm in Algorithm 6,
while the algorithm monitors the score rank of the gold decision sequence
Gi1 at each step i.

If at a certain step i, the gold local structure sequence Gi1 falls out of
agenda, it means that the model makes a mistake that cannot be recovered
by subsequent steps. The algorithm thus stops the decoding process for the
current input Wn

1 , and updates the model parameters ~θ by taking Gi1 as a
positive example, and the corresponding highest-scored local structure Ôi1 in
the agenda as a negative example, using the standard perceptron algorithm,
so that next time the same training instance is processed, the model will
assign a higher score to the gold sequence Gi1, thereby avoiding the same
mistake.

If the decoding algorithm does not mistakenly prune away gold local
structures throughout the incremental process, a standard perceptron up-
date is applied in the end. In particular, the highest-scored output Ôn1 is
compared with the gold-standard output Gn1 . If Ôn1 has a higher score com-
pared with Gn1 , a perceptron update is executed by taking Gn1 as a positive
example and Ôn1 as a negative example.

The algorithm can iterate through the set of training data D for T
iterations, and the final value of ~θ is taken as the model parameters. The
averaged perceptron model in Chapter 8 can also be applied here for avoiding
overfitting. Because the parameter update in the middle of the beam-search
decoding process interrupts decoding for fixing search errors, the update is
also referred to as early-update or early-stop.EARLY

UPDATE

9.4 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced,

1. Sequence segmentation using Sequence Labeling

2. Discriminative models for directly solving sequence segmentation tasks

3. Semi-Markov Conditional Random Fields

4. A learning guided beam search framework using perceptron training

Exercises
1. Consider a sequence labelling model to solve the NER task. Suppose

that the types of entities include person (PER), organization (ORG),
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location (LOC) and geo-political entities (GPE). Given a certain input
Wn

1 = w1w2 . . . wn, how can the marginal probability of wj . . . wk being
a PER entity be calculated?

2. According to the feature templates in Table 9.5, what is the feature
vector ~φ(W 4

1 ) for the segmentation “以 (take) 前天(the day before
yesterday)下雨 (rain)为例 (for example)”? Specify only the non-zero
feature instances and their counts.

3. If w0 =〈s〉 and w|W |+1 =〈/s〉 are utilised, which feature templates in
Table 9.5 can be applied to instantiating ~φ(w0, w1) and ~φ(w|W |, w|W |+
1)?

4. Discuss possible chunk-level features for (a) syntactic chunking and
(b) NER. Compare them with features for word segmentation tasks.
What are the salient differences? What are the similarities? Compare
the feature templates to Table 9.3 and Table 9.3 for sequence labelling
solutions to syntactic chunking and NER, respectively.

5. According to Algorithm 1, how can be highest scored word sequence
be recovered from the table bp? Given pseudo code here.

6. Where can Algorithm 1 be adjusted if the maximum word size is con-
strained to M characters? Calculate the asymptotic complexity of the
new algorithm.

7. When the feature context is enlarged from word bigram to word tri-
gram for Chinese word segmentation, how could the decoding algo-
rithm be derived?

8. The semi-CRF we discussed in this chapter can be viewed as a first-
order semi-CRF. Consider a 0-th order semi-CRF now, for which fea-
ture contexts are restricted to only one output segment.

(a) What is the implication on the decoding process?
(b) What is the implication to the process of calculating marginal

probabilities of segments?
(c) What is the implication on the training process?
(d) Now consider labeled cases, where each output segment is as-

signed a label from L. Specify the decoding and training algo-
rithms for 0th order semi-CRF.

(e) For labeled sequence segmentation, if the feature context is re-
stricted to ~φ(l(sj−1), b(sj), e(sj), l(sj)), where l(s) represents the
label of a segment s, specify the decoding and training algorithms
again.
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9. Consider labeled sequence segmentation for first order semi-CRF. How
can Algorithm 1 for decoding and Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 and Al-
gorithm 4 for marginal probability calculation be adapted for accom-
modating label features?
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